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2Dispatchers for UAM
• How do the functions of a UAM dispatcher (“Fleet 
Manager” or FM) compare with the airline dispatcher 
(AD)?
• Listed tasks for AD and FM and identified differences
• Created a list of software functions and information 
requirements for the FM
• Started a user interface (UI) design for an FM 
software tool
3Who is the Airline Dispatcher?
SeparationPiloting
Flight Planning & Monitoring
4What Do Airline Dispatchers Do?
• ADs are airline employees who manage all flights
• Dispatchers have the authority to originate and 
terminate flights
• Generate flight plans and monitor flights throughout 
their routes
• Manage contingencies (weather, air traffic control, 
and maintenance)
• ADs work in an airline operations center (AOC)
• AOCs also provide other functions, such as crew 
scheduling and maintenance management
Southwest  Airlines Network Operations Control
Airline Operations Center
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6Airline Dispatcher Tasks
• ADs are licensed airman certified by the FAA
• Have joint responsibility with the captain for operational 
control of a flight
• Manage safety, economics, fuel planning, passenger 
service, and support the brand of the airline
• Closely analyze and evaluate meteorological information to 
determine potential hazards to the safety of flight
• Deeply versed in federal regulations for aviation
• The AD makes recommendations to continue to 
destination, or to divert if needed
• Software automatically 
generates fuel/time efficient 
flight plan
• Contents of flight plan:
- Weight and balance of the 
aircraft
- Fuel load
- Alternate airports
- Load manifest
- Passenger load/count
- Weather
- Filed route
- Maintenance items
Flight Planning
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8Flight Release
• An AD prepares a Dispatch 
Release for each respective 
flight
• Dispatch Release (or Flight 
Release) is a legal document
• The AD and pilot in command 
formally agree to the 
operational control of the flight 
by signing the Dispatch Release
Dispatcher Workstation
• Left Screen: Fleet management
• Middle Screen: Flight Planning, 
general information, and Aircraft 
Communications Addressing and 
Reporting System (ACARS) 
messaging
• Right Screen: Weather, flight 
tracking
• Phone/air-ground radio contact 
other personnel and aircraft in 
flight
• About 20 to 40 flights per 
dispatcher at any given time –
follow tail numbers
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Maintenance
• Uses Minimum Equipment 
List (MEL) for each type of 
aircraft in the fleet
• Checks errors/faults to 
determine if aircraft can fly
• Receives messages from 
dispatch and pilots about 
MEL items
• Has a direct voice line to the 
flight deck if troubleshooting 
is needed 
• Responsible for scheduling 
maintenance at the airport
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UAM and the Dispatcher
• For UAM, a human dispatcher will be necessary 
during operations (initially)
• Duties include flight planning, flight following, 
contingency management (e.g., weather, 
maintenance, and air traffic control)
• There are differences between UAM and airline 
operations, but there are many similar tasks
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Domains Compared
Present Day Aviation Urban Air Mobility 
Large aircraft (B777 is 774,600 pounds) Small aircraft (2,000 - 4,000 pounds) 
Many passengers (hundreds) Two to four passengers 
Highly structured airspace Less structured airspace 
Local and high-altitude weather data Detailed weather data for low altitudes 
Voice radio communications Digital data and voice communications 
Operations segregated from public Operations integrated with public 
Robust performance in weather Highly susceptible to weather 
NAS-wide air traffic control (ATC) services Operator-provided ATC services 
Scheduled operations Unscheduled operations 
Avoids urban areas Operates in urban areas 
Sophisticated airports Simple landing pads or “land anywhere” 
Highly trained flight crews Minimal flight crew training 
Partial reliance on automation Heavy reliance on automation 
Complex maintenance requirements Simple maintenance requirements 
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Comparison of Tasks
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Main Findings (Gaps)
• FM needs software tool for shift change (different 
locations)
• Flight planning will have different parameters (lat/longs 
for waypoints, pre-defined routes, corridors, etc.)
• FM’s situation display must present very detailed 
geographical and weather information
• Weather data are focused on low altitude operations
• FM manages low altitude traffic over urban areas
• FM will need to handle on-demand flights
• Payload and weight balance will be critical for small 
aircraft
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Main Findings (Gaps)
• Standard (recurring) routes will need to be 
checked due to constantly changing low altitude 
environment
• Altitude selection for flights may be very limited
• Flight plan may be an “Operation Plan,” similar to 
UTM
• Submits Operation Plan to a service supplier rather 
than the FAA
• FM does not coordinate with the FAA but with 
corporate service provider traffic management
UTM = Small Unmanned Aircraft System Traffic Management
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Software Requirements
• List of FM tasks defines functions and information 
requirements to support the operator
• Enables software design
– Functions (tools)
– Displays
– User interaction
Task AnalysisConcept of Operations
Functional & 
Information 
Requirements
Software 
Design
Usability 
Evaluation
Iterate
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Software Functions: 
Operations
• Flight planning
• Flight following
• Flight path manipulator (in the event of a 
contingency)
• Conflict prediction and status
• Alternate route suggestions
• Airspace corridor saturation monitor
• Weather integration into decision-making 
• Aircraft energy/consumption monitor 
• In flight route optimizations
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Software Functions: 
Communications
• Voice and text links with pilot
• Messaging with passengers
• Voice and data communications with air 
traffic management/local authorities
• Data communications with service 
suppliers
• Two-way data contact with aircraft 
(equipment status, fuel/battery level, etc.)
• Voice and text with vertiports
• Voice and text with maintainers 
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Software Functions: System
• Replacement vehicle availability
• Live repair turnaround estimates
• Role management and delegation
• Alarms or warnings of upcoming system 
downtime and faults
• Backup pilot for emergency events 
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Data Requirements: Map
• Aircraft position, identifier, speed, heading, altitude, and flight plan
• Flight corridors
• Speed and descent profiles
• Trip length
• Human-made and natural obstructions (e.g., buildings, trees, hills, etc.)
• Temporary Flight Restrictions
• Special Use Airspace
• Landing area issues
• Noise regulations that affect vehicle choices 
• Other aircraft position, identifier, speed, heading, altitude, and flight plan
• Reception obstruction areas
• Vertipad/vertiport detailed map view with traffic
• Vertipad/vertiport status 
• Emergency and safety related notices affecting flights 
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Data Requirements: Weather
• Very detailed weather information for the altitudes and areas 
of concern
• Very rapid surface to 5000 feet weather changes 
• Micro-scale weather detection and prediction
– Barometric pressure
– Temperature
– Relative humidity
– Dew point
– Wind speed and direction 
– Icing
• Detailed wind flows for urban canyons, structures, 
topographical areas, vegetation (e.g., forests, valleys, 
bridges, etc.) with a few meter resolution
• Ice formation on the ground
• Localized ceiling and fog
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Data Requirements: Aircraft
• Aircraft type
• Fuel/battery capacity, range, and remaining
• Time to charge battery
• Payload:
– Aircraft capacity
– Weight
– Manifest
– Loading notes
• Routing
• Human pilot or ground pilot
• Safety procedures 
• Deferred maintenance items
• Repair and maintenance data
• Onboard system status 
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Data Requirements: 
Communications
• Downloads of updated regulations, management 
advisories, etc.
• Information about crew schedule changes
• Security or emergency items (terrorism threats, 
reroutes, medical emergencies)
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Data Requirements: System
• Company system status (communications, facilities, 
personnel, etc.)
• Gate assignments
• Crew changes
• Curfew issues
• Noise footprint
• Noise abatement
• Backup pilot for emergency events 
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Software Design Philosophy
• FMs may be challenged by the number of flights they 
must handle
• Complex, low-altitude vehicle management
• Information displays should be forward-looking and 
provide decision support
• UI architecture provides two modes:
– Recommended actions based on user tasks
– Background data behind decisions, if requested
• System capabilities include:
– Optimize FM to vehicle management ratio
– Predictive interactions as a core design principle
– Decrease training needs of FMs vs. ADs
– Enhance safety of low altitude, automated flight 
conditions
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UI Design
• FM UI uses a single, large, windowed display 
• Information in the interface is integrated:
– User chooses a route
– Software creates the route
– Map graphically shows a problem with the route
– Computer generates suggested solution
– User communicates the chosen action to 
others, logs the issue, and monitors the flight path
• Software supports prediction, monitoring, and 
execution
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Interface layout 1
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Interface layout 2
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Interface layout 3
Visual Route Planning
Flights
VRP
VSA
Flight
Com
The maximum number of windows is four. The 
user can drag and drop the controller at center 
(indicated by a gray circle) to resize all windows 
simultaneously. 
Starting with the top left quadrant and going 
clockwise: 
- Visual Route Planning for assisted optimization
- Vertiport Situational Awareness for monitoring
- Flight monitoring 
- Fleet Communications
To change the number of windows, right-click on 
the controller (indicated by a gray circle). A menu 
appears allowing users to toggle on/off each of 
the four windows. Toggling off a window results in 
a three window view as in the example above. 
Toggling two windows off results  in a split view 
as shown in the example above. Users may toggle 
on/off windows as necessary.
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Next Steps
• Additional UI design
• Sent Gap Analysis to Uber
• May be interested in collaboration later in the year
Questions?
